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MAKING WAVES

(Metaphorical or Otherwise)

C E L E B R AT I N G
OUR DONORS
I n o rd e r t o b e g o o d
s t e w a rd s o f t h e g i f t s y o u

THE WORD IS OUT about the UMass College of Engineering. In a country where

have given, and in support

the medium is the message, as Marshall McLuhan noted so famously, the nation’s

o f o u r c a m p u s - w i d e e ff o r t

mass media sent an unmistakable message about us this year. We’re making a

t o e n c o u r a g e g re e n

global impact.

e n v i ro n m e n t a l p r a c t i c e s ,

Our mission is no less ambitious than to educate the engineering leaders of tomorrow
and help drive the economy of today. In that context, the college is making waves
– fluid, sound, electromagnetic, or metaphorical – in every way demanded from the
highest-ranking public engineering school in New England.

the College of Engineering
now publishes its Honor
Roll of Donors online at
w w w. e n g i n e e r i n g . u m a s s . e d u /
donorlist.

During fiscal year 2012, more than 150 national and international newspapers,

T h i s e l e c t ro n i c l i s t

magazines, websites, and TV or radio stations ran more than 200 stories on the

re c o g n i z e s t h o s e w h o h a v e

college’s groundbreaking research. And that hit list doesn’t even count all our
scientific journal articles. Such widespread outlets as the Atlantic Magazine, Popular

g i v e n g e n e ro u s l y t o t h e
college in fiscal year 2012.

Mechanics, Discover Magazine, Boston Globe, Wall Street Journal, Newsday, Boston

Check out the College of

Herald, Boston Business Journal, Washington Post, Bloomberg Business Week, USA

Engineering website at

Today, Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, Denver Post, San Francisco Chronicle,

w w w. e n g i n e e r i n g . u m a s s . e d u .

Fort Worth Star Telegram, Sacramento Bee, Science Daily, R & D Magazine, E
Science News, Automotive World, and the NBC, CBS, ABC, Fox, PBS, and NPR
networks were just a few of the mass media that featured the college this year. In
fact, they covered us in a barrage of glowing pictures, pixels, and sound bites.
Such acclaim was the journalistic equivalent of a tickertape parade. In this annual
report, we’ll try to show you, department by department, what all the fuss is about.
So enjoy!

D E PA R T M E N T

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

AMAZINGLY ENOUGH, DURING FISCAL YEAR 2012 the Chemical Engineering (ChE) Department generated the majority of the
200-plus media reports published, broadcast, and web-sited about the College of Engineering. That’s because the department
scored an extraordinary number of major breakthroughs by researchers skating on the leading edge of biofuels production. One
was PAUL DAUENHAUER. He turned a figurative triple axel, spinning out a trio of biofuel firsts.
One significant discovery was reported by Dauenhauer and others in the January 2012 issue of Energy & Environmental Science and later
highlighted in Nature Chemistry. While developing a new experimental technique called “thin-film pyrolysis” to study high-temperature
biomass chemistry, Dauenhauer’s research team uncovered a small molecule that behaves like cellulose when converted to biofuel.
Studying this “mini-cellulose” molecule reveals for the first time the complex chemical reactions that take place in such biomass as wood
and prairie grasses during high-temperature conversion to biofuel.
“What we have invented here is the basic tool necessary to optimize biofuel reactors,” Dauenhauer explains.
This brilliant new tool will now allow researchers to study the reactions inside a biofuel reactor, track the molecules produced by those
reactions, and adjust the reactor to produce the highest possible grade of bio-oil.
Not to be outdone by himself, Dauenhauer and his colleagues also discovered a new, high-yield method for producing the key ingredient
used to make recyclable plastic bottles from biomass. His inexpensive process creates the ingredient, called p-xylene, with an efficient
75-percent yield from renewable biomass feedstock, making it competitive with fossil fuel production.
Dauenhauer’s third leap forward was a $600,000 grant from ReCommunity Inc. of Charlotte, North Carolina to support the development
and evaluation of an innovative green fuel for coal-fired boilers, ReCommunity’s trademarked “ReEngineered Feedstock.” It’s a unique
fuel source that combines municipal solid waste with “sorbent” materials – those that absorb liquids or gases. These materials can work
side by side with coal to capture harmful emissions from the combustion process before they are released into the atmosphere, thus
making coal-generated energy environmentally sound.
In effect, Dauenhauer is showing the world that “Gaia is our business.” While improving the pyrolysis process by leaps and bounds,
Dauenhauer and our other crack biofuels researchers are converting the campus from UMass Amherst into Bio-UMass Amherst.
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Despite Paul Dauenhauer’s ingenuity in the lab this year, the most extraordinary innovation was an interdisciplinary collaboration between Paul and his
wife Kendra. Her name is little Eleanor (in UMass T-shirt).
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LET’S PUT THE WHAMMY ON KILLER DISEASES!

ALUMNI AND OTHER ILLUMINATI

Other faculty members at the college are putting the whammy on
serious human diseases. SHELLY PEYTON is engineering realistic
models of human tissue to study disease. Her interdisciplinary lab
studies how cells in the body grow out of control during cancer
and cardiovascular disease. Traditionally, scientists use animals to
replicate what happens during human disease, but animals are very
expensive, and they often don’t behave very much like humans.
As an alternative the Peyton lab develops models of tissues using
biomaterials to study how cells behave during disease.

Bioengineering projects such as some mentioned above are the
object of a visionary new Early Career Faculty Development Award,
established by DR. BAHRAM “BARRY” SIADAT (Ph.D. ’79, ChE)
and MRS. AFSANEH SIADAT. They pledged $150,000 over a
five-year period to support the research program of an untenured
faculty member in the ChE department, giving strong preference
to faculty members working in bioengineering. Dr. Siadat is cofounder and managing director of SK Capital Partners and also an
alumni advisor to the ChE department.

“These models act as a substitute for using animals to study disease
in the lab,” Peyton explains. “Instead, we can make micro-tissues
that look very much like a tissue would look like in a human. Using
these biomaterial micro-tissues, my lab is uncovering why breast
cancer cells prefer to spread to certain organs versus others,
and why some patients may be resistant to common chemotherapy drugs.”

Meanwhile, three beloved ChE alumni were honored last November
5 during the College of Engineering’s second annual Outstanding
Alumni Awards Luncheon. This year’s ChE Outstanding Senior
Alumni Award winner was VINCENT G. MURPHY (M.S. ’67,
Ph.D. ’71, ChE). Recipients of the ChE Outstanding Junior Alumni
Award were twin brothers DAVID A. STURGIS (B.S. ’00, ChE) and
THOMAS A. STURGIS (B.S. ’00, ChE).

MICHAEL HENSON plays a key role in a $950,000 grant from
the National Institutes of Health to study the 24-hour circadian
rhythm, or “body clock,” in humans. His research involves creating
mathematical models of circadian rhythm generation to better
understand sleep disorders and other diseases triggered by
malfunction of the 24-hour body clock.

A number of chemical engineering undergrads drafted their
own blueprint for success by earning important fellowships,
scholarships, and other honors. Chief among them were KATHRYN
GELDART and SARENA HORAVA, who each received one of
the country’s most highly sought-after fellowships, the National
Science Foundation’s Graduate Research Fellowship, worth more
than $40,000 annually for three years.

NEIL FORBES has engineered a non-toxic kind of Salmonella
bacteria that can use its own self-propulsion system to venture
deep into tumors and manufacture a powerful anti-cancer drug.
“It sounds like science fiction, doesn’t it?” says Forbes. “But
Salmonella bacteria, in effect, are each little robots that can swim
wherever they want. They have propellers in the form of flagella,
they have sensors so they can tell where they’re going, and they’re
also little chemical factories. So what we’re doing as engineers is
controlling where they go, what chemical we want them to make,
and when they make it.”
As Director of the Institute for Cellular Engineering, SUSAN
ROBERTS recently ushered in a 19-credit Graduate Certificate
in Cellular Engineering, the first campus graduate certificate
targeting the critical confluence between engineering and the
life sciences.

AIDAN GILCHRIST received a William F. Field Alumni Scholarship
to honor third-year students for their academic achievements, and
KEVIN CUNNINGHAM was recognized for his leadership and
executive ability as a Jack Welch Scholar.
Sophomore MONIQUE FARRELL demonstrated how to generate
her own sustainable energy by serving as a member of the Chem-E
Car Team, the secretary for the UMass chapter of the International
Society of Pharmaceutical Engineers, the historian for the UMass
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, a student mentor in
one engineering residence hall, and a student employee in the
Diversity Programs Office. Taking a tip from any good engineer,
she is obviously a woman with a plan!

UMASS AMHERST

Like any
good engineer,
Monique Farrell
(left) comes
equipped with
a good plan.
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Shelley Peyton
(right) models
human tissues in
her lab to study
cancer and other
killer diseases.

D E PA R T M E N T

C I V I L A N D E N V I R O N M E N TA L E N G I N E E R I N G

C I V I L A N D E N V I R O N M E N TA L E N G I N E E R I N G ( C E E ) Department Head RICHARD PALMER is the principal investigator for
the new Northeast Climate Science Center, based at UMass Amherst. The center was created with a $7.5-million federal grant from
the Department of Interior to study how climate change affects ecosystems, wildlife, water, and other natural resources from Maine
to Missouri. The new center attracted national coverage by the Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe, Newsday, Chicago Tribune, Mass
High Tech, Associated Press, NPR station WBUR, WFXT-TV 25, and WHDH-TV 7.
Palmer says that, to win this major federal recognition, UMass Amherst and its partner institutions demonstrated how they offer unparalleled
research strengths and established multi-disciplinary collaborations, spanning the Northeast region, as needed to conduct research on
climate change and its effects.
The co-principal investigators are: RAYMOND BRADLEY, a Distinguished University Professor and director of the UMass Climate System
Research Center; CURT GRIFFIN, professor of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation and co-director of the Environmental Sciences Program
at UMass Amherst; and KEITH NISLOW of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service Northern Research Station.
In addition to UMass Amherst, other members of the new center are the University of Wisconsin Madison, University of Missouri Columbia,
University of Minnesota, College of Menominee Nation, Marine Biological Laboratory, and Columbia University.

THE PITCHER WHO REENGINEERED HIMSELF
Such technical terms as pitch, torque, mass, and velocity take on
added meaning when it comes to senior civil engineering major
JOE POPIELARCZYK, a right-handed pitcher on the UMass
baseball team who has literally reengineered himself. Popielarczyk
used his education in the CEE Department to modify himself from
the walk-on reliever he was four years ago into one of the very best
starting pitchers in college ranks as a senior. He basically reverseengineered pitching savvy.
“As for relating engineering and pitching,” explains Popielarczyk, “I
definitely thought about the physics behind pitching and how to
improve my pitching. Also, my coursework and learning how to

work through problems helped me when I was both training and
out there pitching. It helped me find a confident focus while on
the mound as well as teaching me how to work harder than I knew
how to. All of this, along with the help of many others, made me
do what I did this season.”
What he did this season was a total overhaul! He was named the
2012 Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the Year, First Team All-Atlantic 10,
Academic All-Conference, first team New England Division I AllStar, UMass Spring Scholar-Athlete, and one of 51 players on the
watch list for national Pitcher of the Year by the College Baseball
Hall of Fame. At the end of the regular season, Popielarczyk’s
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Richard Palmer is an international expert on climate change and the PI of the new $7.5–million Northeast Climate Science Center.
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After three
seasons of relative
anonymity, pitcher
Joe Popielarczyk
redesigned himself
into a whirling
dervish on the
mound.

electron-microscopic earned run average of 1.24 per game led the
Atlantic 10 and ranked third in the nation.
Popielarczyk did all that while maintaining a stellar 3.42 GPA in the
demanding civil engineering curriculum and being accepted by the
UMass CEE department as a graduate student for next fall.
Popielarczyk’s reanimation project has been eye-opening. No body
in motion has attracted more second glances since Shoeless Joe
Jackson walked out of the corn in Field of Dreams.
Grad students got into the act, too.
RADHAMERIS GOMEZ, a doctoral
transportation engineering student, has
been named Outstanding Student of
the Year by the New England University
Transportation
Center.
Gomez
had
previously received an Eno Transportation
Foundation Fellowship, a fellowship
Radhameris Gomez
has majored in “Award
from the National Science Foundation
Winning” since coming
Alliances for Graduate Education and the
to UMass Amherst.
Professoriate, a Thomas E. Desjardins
Memorial Scholarship from the New England Section of the Institute
of Transportation Engineers, and a Best Research Presentation
Award from the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center,
among other honors.

UMass Amherst and Arizona State University. Butler traveled to
Ghana this May to install a pilot latrine in one village of subsistence
farmers, but her long-term goal is the deployment of her
inexpensive privies throughout the developing world.
“This would be a centralized resource for the whole community,”
explains Butler. “Its purpose is a combination of removing the
harmful components of human waste and generating electricity for
the villagers.”
The CEE department honored two of its own this year by giving
special awards to a couple of its most deserving alumni. The
recipient of the CEE 2011 Outstanding Senior Alumni Award was
RUTH M. BONSIGNORE (B.S. ’83, CEE), and the recipient of the
CEE 2011 Outstanding Junior Alumni Award was AMY B. CERATO
(M.S. ’01, CEE).
Last but far from least, the CEE department is constructing a state-ofthe-art Structural Testing Facility, which will allow researchers to test
full-size structural elements such as beams and girders. The testing
facility will also lift the profile of the department in terms of attracting
top-flight students and sponsored research. ROBERT BRACK
(B.S. ’60, CEE), the owner and chairman of the board of the Barker
Steel Company, spearheaded the funding for the Structural Testing
Facility by making the lead gft and leveraging it as a matching
challenge grant.

UMASS AMHERST

The UMass Student Chapter of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers brought home its own award on the Mass Pike after
winning the 2012 Northeastern District 1 Traffic Bowl Championship,
a Jeopardy-style competition in which UMass was represented by
graduate students EVAN WALSH, ERICA SWANSEN, and ANDY
BERTHAUME. In addition, the whole chapter hit the honors highway
after being selected to receive the 2011 International Outstanding
Student Chapter Award.
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WE’LL LEAVE THE LIGHT ON FOR YOU!
FACULTY MEMBER CAITLYN BUTLER has designed and
developed a green latrine that can purify domestic waste for
small farming villages in Africa, while also churning the stuff into
healthy compost for the fields, and turning it into enough carbonneutral electricity to provide some lighting for local residents.
The multipurpose new invention, called a Microbial Fuel Cell Latrine,
is being funded by a $100,000 grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation in this collaborative project between engineers from

It takes a
whole village
to raise a
green latrine,
developed by
Caitlyn Butler
(second from
right in second
row), which
treats waste
and creates
electric power.

D E PA R T M E N T

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

T H E E N G I N E E R I N G R E S E A R C H C E N T E R for
Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere
(CASA) is moving into a new phase by installing an
array of its revolutionary weather-tracking radars in
the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) metroplex. The CASA
radars provide high-resolution, near-surface views
of hazardous weather events and send out faster,
more accurate, storm warnings and forecasts. DFW’s
6.5-million people and volatile weather make it the
perfect urban test site for CASA’s next phase, after
the system was tested over the last four years in rural
Oklahoma.
“There are three things we’re trying to do in the test
bed,” explains BRENDA PHILIPS, deputy director of
CASA. “First is to demonstrate the value of CASA radars
and other sensors in an urban environment. Second
is to develop new private-public partnership models
for deploying and operating sensors. And third is to
be a platform for future research in complex urban
environments.”

The test bed will initially be comprised of eight CASAstyle radars and soon expand to include a set of
wideband high dynamic range barometers built by
Paroscientific, Inc. for sensing both nearby and distant
infrasound signals. CASA envisions that the multi-sensor
test bed will then be extended to include wind profilers,
Doppler lidars, supplementary radars, and other sensors.
The project is expected to serve as a prototype for a
national-scale “network-of-networks,” which enables a
multitude of users and sensor providers to exchange
observational data across a common infrastructure.

Brenda Philips is the driving force behind CASA radars in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area that can track killer storms as they fall to earth.

The DFW test bed has already been successful in helping to generate additional research funding. Philips was just awarded a $1.34-million
grant, including matching funds, from the National Science Foundation to create an innovation ecosystem for the DFW project. She also
obtained a $400,000 multi-institutional grant from the National Weather Service. CASA’s MICHAEL ZINK and Philips will serve as the
lead investigators for a $286,000 NSF grant to develop and deploy public-sector applications and services on ultra-fast, software-defined
networks. CASA is also funded by the Jerome M. Paros Fund for Measurement and Environmental Sciences Research.

TWO LOFTY HONORS
PAUL SIQUEIRA of the Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE)
Department was honored this year by two of America’s loftiest
institutions: NASA and Harvard. They both appeared on his radar
screen to enlist him for his specialty, characterizing the earth’s landbased ecology from outer space through remote sensing.
NASA selected Siqueira to serve on its Science Definition Team
for a space-borne radar mission entitled “Earth Deformation,
Ecosystem Science, and the Dynamics of Ice.” DESDynI, as NASA

touts its mission acronymically, is scheduled for launch before the
end of the decade. The Science Definition Team is a group of 15
scientists nationwide who are considered experts in their fields and
who will help direct the formulation of the mission.
Siqueira studies terrestrial ecology while specializing in the
design, development, and use of remote sensing techniques for
applications in terrestrial ecosystems.
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CASA is collaborating with the North Central Texas
Council of Governments and the National Weather
Service to create this end-to-end test bed of multiple
sensors linked to public and private decision makers,
such as emergency managers, NWS forecasters, and
private industry.
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“Being on the Science Definition Team at this early stage
will leverage my meager voice towards the whole of the
mission,” says Siqueira. “More so, because even though
there are 15 scientists on the team, I will likely be one
of four, or at most five, who are directly related to the
terrestrial ecology side of the DESDynI project.”
To give more grounding to his terrestrial studies from on
high, Siqueira received a Charles Bullard Fellowship in
Forest Research, worth more than $40,000, from Harvard
University. How these dovetailing projects impact our
worldwide ecology in the future is now a matter of…well,
DESDynI.
LIXIN GAO won the “SIGMETRICS Test of Time Award,”
which recognizes an influential performance evaluation
paper whose impact is still felt 10 to 12 years after its initial
publication. In 2000, Gao collaborated with JENNIFER
REXFORD to write the winning paper: “Stable Internet
Routing Without Global Coordination.”
College of Engineering Dean TED DJAFERIS was
recognized with a 2011 Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Control Systems Society
(CSS) Distinguished Member Award.
JOSEPH BARDIN was awarded approximately $295,000
for two years by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Young Faculty Award Program, picked
from what DARPA called “the nation’s brightest young
scientists.”

CASA Director DAVID MCLAUGHLIN coordinated the 10-year
development of CASA’s revolutionary phased array radar (seen here).
In honor of that accomplishment, McLaughlin presented “Chasing
Interdisciplinarity While Chasing Tornadoes” as part of the 2011-2012
UMass Amherst Distinguished Faculty Lecture Series. McLaughlin also
received the Chancellor’s Medal, the highest honor awarded to faculty
by the campus.

ELECTRIFYING STUDENTS
The number of graduate students from the ECE department who
won best paper and poster awards this year is so robust that we
don’t even have room for all the details:
•

UMASS AMHERST

•
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ILKE ERCAN was the lead author of
the Best Paper Award winner at the
11th Annual IEEE NANO Conference.
An article by JIA ZHAO was selected
for the Best Paper Award at the
Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM) Great Lakes Symposium on
Very-Large-Scale Integration.

Ilke Ercan (top) and
Prasad Shabadi
(bottom) led the
stampede of ECE
grad students who
won best paper
awards this year.

•

ALAN LEVIN won the Best Poster
Presentation at the 2012 New England
Numerical Analysis Day.

•

PRASAD SHABADI won the Best
Student Paper Award at the IEEE/
ACM International Symposium on
Nanoscale Architectures 2011.

•

PRITISH NARAYANAN won the
Outstanding Poster Award at the
FENA/MSD Annual Review.

•

An article written by MD MUWYID
UZZAMAN KHAN earned the Best
Student Paper Award at the 2011 IEEE International Symposium
on Defect and Fault Tolerance in VLSI and Nanotechnology
Systems.

•

Y. SINAN HANAY and recent M.S. graduate ABHISHEK
DWARAKI received the Best Paper Award at the 12th annual
IEEE International Conference on High Performance Switching
and Routing.

•

KRZYSZTOF ORZEL won the Spiros G. Geotis Prize, awarded
for the best student paper and poster at the American
Meteorological Society’s 35th Conference on Radar Meteorology.

Among undergrads, the ECE department placed two teams of
student innovators in the final field of 24 from across the nation
that competed in the Cornell Cup competition at Walt Disney
World in Florida. ECE undergraduate NICHOLAS JACEK was a
Jack Welch Scholar, while DUSTIN LAGOY won a William F. Field
Alumni Scholarship.
Meantime, ADAM POLAK was the recipient of Qualcomm’s
ROBERTO PADOVANI Scholarship, named after that company’s
chief technology officer for nearly a decade. Padovani (M.S. ’83,
Ph.D. ’85, ECE) and his wife COLLEEN PADOVANI are major
supporters of the department.
Among our alumni, Raytheon Corporate Vice President of
Engineering, Technology, and Mission Assurance MARK E. RUSSELL
(M.S. ’85, ECE) received an Honorary Doctorate of Engineering
Degree from UMass Amherst at its 2012 Commencement
ceremonies.
Winner of the ECE Outstanding Senior Alumni Award was the late
APOSTLE G. “BUTCH” CARDIASMENOS (M.S. ’76, ECE), and the
recipient of the ECE Junior Alumni Award was BRIAN Q. HUPPI
(B.S. ’93, ECE).

D E PA R T M E N T

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

P R I N C I PA L I N V E S T I G AT O R ERIN BAKER of the Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (MIE) Department received a $3.2-million
grant from the National Science Foundation Integrative Graduate
Education and Research Traineeship program to start an interdisciplinary
graduate program in Offshore Wind Energy Engineering, Environmental
Science, and Policy. It will train 24 doctoral students over the course of five
years in the technology, environmental implications, and social/economic/
regulatory challenges of offshore wind farms.

Erin Baker

The multidisciplinary program will feature 20 faculty members from nine
UMass Amherst departments in the College of Natural Sciences, School of
Management, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, and College of
Engineering, including JAMES MANWELL, JON MCGOWAN, MATTHEW
LACKNER, YAHYA MODARRES-SADEGHI, and ROBERT HYERS from the
MIE department.

The problem is that proposed offshore wind farms have often met with stiff public opposition. “In general, it has been surprisingly hard
to site wind farms,” explains Baker. “Although they’re clean and the energy is free once you install the equipment, there has often been
a public backlash against them. We’re trying to address that in a way that faces this public acceptance problem right from the beginning.”
Another MIE faculty member is working on health information technology, the computer hardware and software dealing with the storage,
sharing, and use of healthcare data. The problem is that it is very user-unfriendly. This drawback turns “health information” into an
oxymoron, which is especially unfortunate because the technology is viewed by our government as one of the most promising tools
for improving the overall quality, safety, efficiency, and cost of our mega-expensive health delivery system. Now the National Science
Foundation (NSF) has given JENNA MARQUARD of the MIE department a mandate to help correct this glaring problem.
The NSF awarded Marquard a coveted $400,000 Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) grant to support her research on
computerized health information technology designed to improve the health, clinical care, and cost of management for diabetics and
patients with high blood pressure. Her research will retool the technology by modeling how doctors and patients interact with these
information systems and by engineering more user-friendly computer interfaces for them.
“The government is spending a huge amount of money to encourage the adoption of health information technology,” says Marquard.
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Jenna Marquard’s career blossomed with the College of Engineering’s 24th NSF CAREER Award.
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“But there are a lot of scientific studies and circumstantial evidence
indicating that, when the systems aren’t usable, people reject
them.”
In other faculty news, the Minerals, Metals, & Materials Society
(TMS) awarded Hyers the 2012 Brimacombe Medal. Hyers was also
elected to the board of directors of the society. In addition, the
TMS chose ASHWIN RAMASUBRAMANIAM for the 2012 Young
Leader Professional Development Award.
Many media this year focused on “Distractology 101,” a program
created by the Arbella Insurance Human Performance Laboratory,
whose director is MIE Department Head DON FISHER. The
Arbella company is trying to educate drivers, especially young
and inexperienced ones, about the hazards of distracted driving
through its touring, 36-foot-long, neon-yellow trailer, equipped
with two driving simulators running the lab’s program.
During the trailer’s first year on the road to prevent multitasking
motorists from driving themselves to distraction, some 1,800
young people took a spin in Distractology 101.

NURTURING MIE’S ELITE STUDENTS

Senior
Sam del
Pilar leaves
very big,
psychedelic,
high-top
sneakers to
fill at the
College of
Engineering.

Senior SAMUEL DEL PILAR has taken the urban tradition and
Hispanic heritage he grew up with in Queens, New York and used it
as fancy footwork for his nonprofit educational organization called
“Sneakers 4 Success,” which inspires urban youth to pursue a college
degree through sneaker culture and footwear design.

UMASS AMHERST

Del Pilar also drained a three-point shot of sorts at the seventh
annual UMass Innovation Challenge when Sneakers 4 Success won
a trio of prizes totaling $8,250, including the Audience Choice Prize
and the first annual David Wolf Prize of $5,000, sponsored by the
intellectual property law firm of Wolf, Greenfield & Sacks, P.C.
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There were other outstanding MIE students, too. The UMass
Amherst Supermileage Team finished in fifth place out of 30
colleges at the international Society of Automotive Engineers
Supermileage® competition. The streamlined, three-wheel car (see
back cover) built by Team Zoom Mass finished the 10-mile course
with a tightfisted 843 miles per gallon!

Don Fisher is one of the few experts standing
between our busy highways and millions of young
motorists driven to distraction.
Responding to the kind of news reported in one Wall Street Journal
article that 3,337 company founders and CEOs across all industries
hold an advanced degree in engineering, the MIE department
has started its new Engineering Leadership, Innovation, Teaching,
and Entrepreneurship (ELITE) Program, funded generously by
alum ROBERT HAGERTY (B.S. ’74, MIE). It will equip some of
the department’s best and brightest students with the leadership,
entrepreneurial, and communications skills to expand the pool
of engineers who become CEOs, founding officers, supervisors,
directors, managers, and teachers.
“We look at the ELITE Program as the first step along that swelling
pipeline of leaders,” says Fisher. As the Journal article concluded,
“The demand for engineers is voracious.”
Another high-profile improvement in the department is its new
Innovation Shop, which will be outfitted with state-of-the-art
machine tools, instruments, and computers to support inventive
mechanical engineering projects, including all related design,
modeling, manufacturing, and testing activities. The Innovation
Shop will also feature areas for classroom instruction, team
meetings, computer-aided design, fabrication, and assembly.
MIE alumnus CHARLES PETERS and UMass alumna KAREN
PETERS have pledged $100,000 over four years, to be divided
evenly between the College of Engineering and the Isenberg School
of Management. In the College of Engineering, this gift will support
the Career Development Center and the Diversity Programs Office,
enabling both programs to provide workshops, networking, and
experiential learning for undergraduate engineering students.
The 2011 MIE Outstanding Senior Alumni Award recipient was
THOMAS J. LYDEN (B.S. ‘72, M.S. ‘73, MIE), while the MIE
Outstanding Junior Alumni Award recipient was PATRICK D.
WALSH (B.S. ‘03, MIE).

ALL THESE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, throughout our four departments, act as empirical evidence to support
the media blitz enjoyed this year at the College of Engineering. The news is finally out about something
we’ve known for a long time on this campus. We’re perfecting all the complex chemical, civil, environmental,
electrical, computer, mechanical, and industrial engineering processes for making a global impact.

THE NUMBERS
FUNDING SOURCES ($25.2M)
RESEARCH EXPENDITURES FY12

◼ Federal 58%
◼ Industrial 12%
◼ State & Local 17%
◼ Other 12%

TOTAL COLLEGE EXPENDITURES
FY12 ($45.8M)

TOTAL COLLEGE REVENUE
SOURCES FY12 ($45.8M)

◼ Current Gifts 3%
◼ Fee Income/Misc. Revenue 4%
◼ Industry/Private/Other Grants 12%
◼ Federal/State/Local Grants 43%
◼ State/GOF/RTF 38%

FY12 COLLEGE
NUMBERS
FACULTY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97

GRADUATE ENROLLMENT . . . . . . . 510
B.S. DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .352
M.S. DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
PH.D. DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38

FY12 RESEARCH
EXPENDITURES BY
DEPARTMENT
CHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4,346,869

◼ Information Technology 1%
◼ Equipment/Leases 3%
◼ Supplies/Maintenance 3%
◼ Admin/Tvl/Postage 5%

PRODUCTION: Writing: Charlie Creekmore

◼ Scholarships/Fellowships 6%
◼ Overhead 12%
◼ Student Support 15%
◼ Salaries/Fringe 55%

CEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6,360,225
ECE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $9,467,805
MIE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,746,755
DEAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $240,774
TOTAL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25,162,428
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ALL THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
inside this annual report show
our engineers hard at work,
fundamentally changing the world.

UMASS AMHERST

The UMass
S u p e r m i l e a g e Ve h i c l e
g o t a n e x t re m e l y
stingy 843 mpg.
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Like Us on FACEBOOK!
Visit facebook.com/UMassAmherstCoE
Follow Us on TWITTER!
Visit twitter.com/UMassAmherstCoE

